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Abstract 
In this paper we present some new construction of 3-chromatic STS(v) by means of MTP(w). 
1. Introduct ion 
A Steiner triple system (partial triple system) of order v (briefly STS(v) [PTS(v)]) 
is a pair (V,B) where V is a v-set and B a collection of 3-subsets of V, called triples 
such that each 2-subset of  V is contained in exactly one (at most one) triple. 
It is well-known that an STS(v) exists if and only if v = 1 or 3 (mod 6) (the values 
of  v satisfying this condition will be called admissible) whereas there is no restriction 
on v for PTS(v). 
A PTS(w), (W, B) is a maximalpacking of triples of order w (briefly MPT(w)) if 
there exists no PTS(w) with more than IBI triples (cf. [6]). 
If (W, B) is an MPT(w), let C(V,B) be the graph induced by the 'uncovered' pairs 
(i.e. pairs not occurring in any triple of  B). 
It is well known that C(W,B) is as follows: 
C (W,B) I W}= w --- i (mod 6) vertices 
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A k-coloring of a Steiner triple system (S,B) is a partition of S into k color classes 
such that no triple in B is monochromatic (i.e., is properly contained in any color class). 
If an STS can be k-colored but not (k - 1 )-colored, then it is said to be k-chromatic. 
The chromatic number of Steiner triple systems has been investigated by several 
authors and among other things they estabilished: 
Theorem 1.1. (Rosa [8]). For every admissible v>>,7 there is no a 2-chromatic STS(v). 
Theorem 2.1. (Rosa [8]). For every admissible v>~ 7 there exists a 3-chromatic STS(v). 
Theorem 3.1. (de Brandes et al. [1]). For every admissible v>~25, except possibly 
v = 39,43, 45, there exists a 4-chromatic STS(v). 
Theorem 4.1. (de Brandes et al. [1]). For all m>~3 there is V m such that for every 
admissible v > Vm there exists a m-chromatic STS(v). 
The purpose of this paper is to provide some further constructions of 3-chromatic 
STS obtained via the use of MPT. These constructions yield Steiner triple systems 
containing subsystems of small orders. 
2. Constructions of 3-chromatic triple systems 
Let v- :  3 or 9 (mod 18) then every MPT(v/3) (S,B) is a Steiner triple system 
(because C(S,B) is empty). Put X = S × 2v3 and define a collection of triples T of X 
as follows: 
(1) {(x, 1),(x,2),(x,3)} E T for every x C S ; 
(2) if {x,y, z} E B, then {(x,r) , (y,r) , (z ,r  + 1)} C T, for every r = 1,2,3 (the sum 
is modulo 3). 
It is straightforward to check that (X, T) is a triple system of order v (see [4]). 
Obviously, (X, T) is 3-chromatic and three color classes are S × {r}, r = 1, 2, 3. [] 
Construction A. Let v _= I or 7 (mod 18) and let (S,B) be an MPT((v - 1)/3). Denote 
the elements of S by xl,x2 . . . . .  x(v-1)/3 and suppose that C(S,B) is 
Xl X3 X(v--4)/3 
I I . . . . . . . . .  I 
X2 X4 X(v--1)/3 
Put X = (S x 7/3)U {oo} and define a collection of triples T of X as follows: 
(1) If {xi,xj,xk} E B then {(xi, r),(xj, r),(xk, r+  1)} E T for every r = 1,2,3 (the 
sum is modulo 3); 
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(2) if {xi,xi+l} E C(S, B) then the following STS(7): 
{ {(xi, 1), (xi+l, 2), oc}, {(xi+l, 1), (x~, 2), oc }, {(xi, 3 ), (xi+ l, 3), oc }, 
{ (Xi, 1 ), (Xi, 2), (X,, 3 )}, {(Xi, 1 ), (Xi+l, 1 ), (X~+1,3)}, {(Xi, 2), (Xi+ 1,2), (x~+ 1,3 )}, 
{(xi+l, 1 ), (xi+b 2), (xi, 3)}} C_ T. 
If v = 18h + 1 [resp. 18h + 7] then IBI = h. (6h - 2) [resp. h- (6h + 2)] and there 
are 9. h(6h - 2) [resp. 9- h(6h + 2)] triples in (1), 7.3h [resp. 7. (3h + 1)] triples in 
(2) which is altogether 54h 2 + 3h [resp. 54h 2 + 39h + 7] --- [v(v - 1)]/6 triples. 
It is immediate to see that each pair of elements of X occurs in at least one triple 
(so (X, T) is a STS(v)) and S x {1})U {o~}, S x {2}, S x {3} are three color classes 
of the 3-chromatic STS(v) (X, T). [] 
From the recursive conctructions: 
(a) MPT(6h +4)  ~ MPT(12h + 10) (cf. [3], STS(v) ~ STS(2v + 1)); 
(b) MPT(6h + 4) --. MPT(12h + 16) (cf. [3], STS(v) ~ STS(2v + 7)), 
together with the explicit construction of the unique MPT(4) we obtain the following: 
Lemma 2.1. For every w =- 4 (rood 6) there exists an MPT(w) (W, B), W = {Xl,X2, 
• ..Xw}, where C(W, B) is 
XI X5 X7 Xw-- 1 
/1\ I I . . . . . .  I 
X2 X3 X4 X6 X8 Xw 
and {xz, x3,x4 } E B. 
Construction B. Let v = 15 (mod 18) and let (S,B) an MPT(v/3 - 1) obtained taking 
into account Lemma 2.1. 
Put X = (S x 7/3) [_J {001,(3o2,oo3} and define a collection of triples T of X as 
follows: 
(1) If {xi,xj,xk} E (B - {x2,x3,x4}) then {(xi, r),(xj, r),(xk,r + 1)} E T for every 
r = 1,2, 3 (the sum is modulo 3); 
(2) if {Xi,Xi+l } E C(S,B), i>>-5 then consider a STS(9) (Ri, Di) on Ri = {(xi, 1),(xi,2), 
(xi, 3), (Xi+l, 1 ), (Xi+l, 2), (xi+l, 3 ), O(31,0(32, 003 } with { OO1,0(32, 003 } E Di and put Oi C T; 
(3) let (g, D) be a STS(15) on R = {(Xl, 1),(Xl,2),(Xl,3),(x2, 1),(x2,2),(Xe,3),(x3, 1), 
(x3,2),(x3,3),(x4, 1),(x4,2),(x4,3), OCl, oc2, o~3} with {col, oc2,oo3} E D and put D C_ T. 
As in Construction A we can show that (X, T) is a STS(v). If 
(301 (Xi, 3) (Xi+I, 3) ~ 
M/= oo2 (x. 1) (xi+l,1)]. 
OC 3 (Xi, 2) (Xi+l, 2) / 
We can assume that D i consists of the rows and columns of Mi, together with all 
3-subsets of Ri intersecting each row and column. Furthermore, let (R,D) be a 3- 
chromatic STS(15) with color classes {(xl,r),(x2,r),(x3,r),(xn, r) OCr} for r = 1,2,3 
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(cf. [5]). Therefore, (X, T) tums out to be 3-chromatic and (Sx {r})U{OOr}, r = 1,2,3 
are three color classes. [] 
Construction C. Let v = 13 (mod 18) and let (S,B) be an MPT((v- I)/3) obtained 
taking into account Lemma 2.1. 
Put X = (S x Z3) t3 {oo} and define a collection of triples T of X as follows: 
(1) If {xi,xj,xk} E (B - {x2,x3,x4}) then {(xi, r),(xj, r),(xk, r + 1)} 6 T for every 
r = 1,2,3 (the sum is modulo 3); 
(2) if {x~,xi+l} e C(S, B), i>>.5, then T contains the STS(7) as in Construction A; 
(3) let (R',D') be a STS(13) on {(Xl, 1),(xl,2),(Xl,3),(x2, 1),(xz,2),(x2,3),(x3, 1), 
(x3,2),(x3,3),(x4,1),(x4,2),(x4,3),co} and put D'C_T. 
It is simple to show that (X, T) is a STS(v). 
If (R', D t) is a 3-chromatic STS(13) with {(xl,r),(x2,r),(x3,r),(x4,r)} for r = 2,3 
and {(Xl, 1),(x2, 1),(x3, 1),(x4, 1),oo} as color classes (cf. [5]), then (X, T) is 3-chrom- 
atic and (S x {1}) t_J {c~}; S x {2}; S x {3} are three color classes. [] 
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